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ABSTRACT: Almost 50 years have passed from the ﬁrst computer simulations of water,
and a large number of molecular models have been proposed since then to elucidate the
unique behavior of water across diﬀerent phases. In this article, we review the recent
progress in the development of analytical potential energy functions that aim at correctly
representing many-body eﬀects. Starting from the many-body expansion of the
interaction energy, speciﬁc focus is on diﬀerent classes of potential energy functions built
upon a hierarchy of approximations and on their ability to accurately reproduce
reference data obtained from state-of-the-art electronic structure calculations and
experimental measurements. We show that most recent potential energy functions,
which include explicit short-range representations of two-body and three-body eﬀects
along with a physically correct description of many-body eﬀects at all distances, predict the properties of water from the gas to
the condensed phase with unprecedented accuracy, thus opening the door to the long-sought “universal model” capable of
describing the behavior of water under diﬀerent conditions and in diﬀerent environments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Computer simulations have become an indispensable tool for
characterizing the properties of water at themolecular level, often
providing fundamental insights that are otherwise diﬃcult to
obtain by other means. However, both the realism and the
predicting power of a computer simulation directly depend on
the accuracy with which the molecular interactions and the
overall system dynamics are described. Rigorously, realistic
computer simulations of water should include an accurate
representation of the underlying Born−Oppenheimer potential
energy surface (PES) in combination with a proper treatment of
the nuclear motion at a quantum-mechanical level.1−3 Along
these lines, diﬀerent theoretical and computational approaches
have been proposed, which can be conveniently separated in two
main groups depending on how the water PES is described. The
ﬁrst group includes simulation approaches that use a set of
predeﬁned analytical functions to represent the underlying PES
of the water system of interest as a function of the corresponding
molecular coordinates. These analytical potential energy
functions are historically referred to as “force ﬁelds”.4−8 The
second group includes the so-called “ab initio” approaches in
which the water PES is obtained “on the ﬂy” by performing
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quantum-chemical calculations to solve the electronic time-
independent Schrödinger equation for a given molecular
conﬁguration.9−14 Ab initio approaches can be further
distinguished in methods based on wave function theory
(WFT) and density functional theory (DFT). Independent of
how the water PES is represented, the nuclear dynamics can then
be described at the classical level using Newton’s equations of
motion or at the quantum-mechanical level by solving the
corresponding nuclear time-dependent Schrödinger equation
using grid methods, wave packets, semiclassical approaches, and
methods built upon Feynman’s path-integral formalism.15−21
As part of this thematic issue “Water - The Most Anomalous
Liquid”, this article reviews recent progress in the development
and application of analytical potential energy functions (PEFs)
that aim at correctly representing many-body eﬀects in water
from the gas to the liquid phase. Speciﬁc focus is on diﬀerent
classes of PEFs built upon a hierarchy of approximate
representations of many-body eﬀects and on their ability to
accurately reproduce reference data obtained from state-of-the-
art (i.e., correlated) electronic structure calculations. With this
objective in mind, we introduce and describe the many-body
expansion (MBE) of the interaction energy in section 2. Purely
pairwise PEFs are only brieﬂy mentioned in section 3, while
diﬀerent classes of many-body PEFs are described in section 4.
Within each class, the accuracy of the individual PEFs is assessed
systematically through the analysis of the energetics of water
clusters for which correlated electronic structure calculations are
possible. To determine how the accuracy of each PEF in
representing the fundamental interactions between water
molecules translates into the ability of the same PEF to
reproducemeasurable quantities, comparisons with experimental
data for representative structural, thermodynamic, and dynam-
ical properties of liquid water are also discussed. Although the
ability to correctly reproduce the experimental data is the
ultimate goal of a computer simulation, “getting the right results
for the right reasons” is even more important for the correct
interpretation of the underlying molecular mechanisms. We will
show that the apparent perfect agreement with the results of
experimental measurements that are mainly sensitive to the
average molecular behavior is often the result of error
cancellation between diﬀerent many-body contributions to the
total interaction energy. These deviations from the actual Born−
Oppenheimer PES eﬀectively preclude a rigorous and
quantitative interpretation of the experimental measurements,
which has led, in the past, to the proliferation of water models. As
discussed in section 4, the advent of explicit many-body PEFs
holds great promise for a physically correct, molecular-level
description of the properties of water across diﬀerent phases.
Building upon recent achievements and, in several cases,
unprecedented accuracy of many-body PEFs, future develop-
ment and applications to aqueous systems are presented in
section 5.
2. MANY-BODY EXPANSION OF THE INTERACTION
ENERGY
The global PES of a system containing N interacting water
molecules can be formally expressed in terms of the many-body
expansion of the interaction energy as a sum over n-body terms
with 1 ≤ n ≤ N,22
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where ri collectively denotes the coordinates of all atoms of the
ith water molecule. In eq 1, V1B is the one-body (1B) potential
that describes the energy required to deform an individual
molecule from its equilibrium geometry. All higher n-body (nB)
interactions, VnB, are deﬁned recursively through
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The PEFs developed for computer simulations of water can be
conveniently classiﬁed according to the level of approximation
used to represent the diﬀerent terms of eq 1. Starting with the 1B
term, most common, and least realistic, force ﬁelds assume rigid
geometries for the water molecules, with intramolecular
ﬂexibility being explicitly taken into account only in more
sophisticated energy expressions. The diﬀerent treatment of the
V1B term thus leads to a separation of the existing PEFs in two
main groups, the “rigid-monomer” and the “ﬂexible-monomer”
PEFs.Within each group, analytical PEFs for water can be further
distinguished based on how all VnB terms of eq 1, with n > 1, are
described.
Most common force ﬁelds only include up to the two-body
(2B) term and assume that the sum of pairwise additive
contributions provide a suﬃciently accurate representation of the
actual multidimensional Born−Oppenheimer PES. In the so-
called “eﬀective” pair potential energy functions, all three-body
(3B) and higher-body contributions are merged into an eﬀective
2B term. Analytical PEFs that are obtained by ﬁtting to
experimental data, commonly referred to as “empirical” force
ﬁelds, are most often of this type. Experimental data may also be
combined with results from quantum chemical calculations to ﬁt
empirical force ﬁelds. Alternatively, analytical PEFs can be
systematically derived by ﬁtting to electronic structure data for
water dimers, trimers, etc. In this case, the application of eq 1
leads to ab initio representations of the multidimensional Born−
Oppenheimer PES. If the ﬁt is carried out only on dimer energies,
the many-body expansion of the total interaction energy is
truncated at the 2B level, resulting in a strictly pairwise additive
representation of the PES. In most analytical PEFs that go
beyond the pairwise approximation, higher-order terms are
collectively represented through classical many-body polar-
ization.
More recently, ab initio PEFs including explicit 3B terms have
also been developed. For water in the condensed phase, many-
body interactions are responsible for nontrivial eﬀects, which
may either lower (cooperative eﬀects) or increase (anticooper-
ative eﬀects) the total interaction energy relative to the sum of all
pairwise contributions. Several systematic studies of the
interaction energy for small clusters carried out using electronic
structure methods shows that eq 1 converges rapidly for water.
However, nonadditive eﬀects are generally nonnegligible,22−31
with 3B contributions being as large as ∼15−20% of the total
interaction energy for cyclic structures. Four-body (4B) eﬀects
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Figure 1. Correlation plots for 2B interaction energies. Plotted on the x axes are the BSSE-corrected CCSD(T) reference energies calculated with the
aug-cc-pVTZ (aVTZ) basis set for ∼1400 water dimers. On the y axes are the corresponding energies calculated with the diﬀerent water PEFs. Color
scheme: empirical models = blue, polarizable models = light blue, semiempirical models = green, DFT models = yellow, explicit many-body models =
orange, and MP2 = red. All data were taken from ref 32.
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Figure 2. Correlation plots for 3B interaction energies. Plotted on the x axes are the BSSE-corrected CCSD(T) reference energies calculated with the
aug-cc-pVTZ (aVTZ) basis set for ∼500 water trimers. On the y axes are the corresponding energies calculated with the diﬀerent water PEFs. Color
scheme: empirical models = blue, polarizable models = light blue, semiempirical models = green, DFT models = yellow, explicit many-body models =
orange, and MP2 = red. All data were taken from ref 32.
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are responsible, on average, for ∼1% of the total interaction
energy.23,29−31 Taking advantage of the rapid convergence of eq
1, a novel computational scheme, called “stratiﬁed approximation
many-body approach” or SAMBA, has recently been shown to
provide highly accurate interaction energies for water clusters
through the application of progressively lower-level electronic
structure methods to subsequent terms of the MBE.31
Besides representing a rigorous approach to the development
of analytical PEFs for molecular systems ranging from the gas-
phase dimer to small clusters and the liquid phase, the MBE in eq
1 also provides a quantitative way to assess the ability of existing
models in describing the water interactions. In this context,
Figures 1 and 2, which are derived from the analysis originally
reported in ref 32, show correlation plots between 2B and 3B
reference interaction energies with the corresponding values
calculated using several empirical nonpolarizable (blue) and
polarizable (light blue) force ﬁelds, semiempirical methods
(green), DFT models (yellow), explicit many-body PEFs
(orange), and second-order Møller−Plesset (MP2) theory
(red). The reference energies were calculated at the coupled
cluster level including single, double, and perturbative triple
excitations [i.e., CCSD(T)] with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set33,34
and corrected for the basis set superposition error (BSSE) using
the counterpoise method.35
Since, by construction, the 2B term of the empirical pairwise
additive PEFs (i.e., aSPC/Fw36 and q-TIP4/F37) tries to
eﬀectively compensate for the neglect of higher-order con-
tributions, large deviations from the reference CCSD(T)/aug-
cc-pVTZ values are found over the entire range of interaction
energies considered in Figure 1. The explicit inclusion of 3B
contributions (e.g., E3B238) and polarization eﬀects (e.g.,
AMOEBA2003,39 TTM3-F,40 and TTM4-F41) clearly improves
the agreement with the reference data at the 2B level and
provides a more physically realistic description of higher-body
eﬀects. The comparison with the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ data
also indicates that the overall accuracy of the diﬀerent polarizable
models considered in this analysis is particularly sensitive to the
speciﬁc functional form used to represent induction eﬀects (see
section 4.2).
Semiempirical models (e.g., PM3,42 PM6,43 and SCP-
NDDO44,45) display similar accuracy as polarizable force ﬁelds,
with the SCP-NDDO model, which includes an additional term
describing induction interactions, providing the closest agree-
ment with the reference data. In general, DFT models, including
GGA without (e.g., BLYP46,47 and PBE48) and with (e.g., BLYP-
D49) dispersion corrections, hybrid (e.g., B3LYP50 and PBE051),
and nonlocal functionals (e.g., VV1052), predict 2B and 3B
interaction energies in reasonably good agreement with the
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ values. Appreciable diﬀerences, how-
ever, can be found at the 2B level, which vary signiﬁcantly
depending on how exchange, correlation, and dispersion
contributions are treated within each functional. The current
status of DFT models for water has recently been reviewed in ref
259. Figures 1 and 2 also show that high accuracy, often superior
than that associated with DFT models and comparable to that
obtained at theMP2 level of theory, can be achieved by analytical
many-body PEFs (e.g., WHBB53 and HBB2-pol54) that explicitly
include 2B and 3B contributions derived from multidimensional
ﬁts to correlated electronic structure data and describe higher-
order eﬀects through (classical) many-body induction.
In the following sections, all diﬀerent classes of many-body
PEFs for water, which are built upon diﬀerent levels of
approximations to eq 1, are reviewed systematically in terms of
their ability to accurately reproduce reference data obtained from
both state-of-the-art electronic structure calculations and
experimental measurements. The objective of this review article
is to provide the reader with a comprehensive overview of
modern PEFs that aim at modeling the molecular properties of
water through a physically correct representation of many-body
eﬀects. Due to space constraints and considering that many of the
PEFs described in this review are still under development, only a
limited number of direct comparisons between diﬀerent PEFs is
presented. These comparisons, along with tables summarizing
the “performance” of diﬀerent PEFs in reproducing experimental
data, are used to assess both merits and shortcomings of diﬀerent
theoretical and computational approaches to model many-body
eﬀects in water. The reader is referred to other articles of this
thematic issue for speciﬁc applications of computer simulations
to the study of structural, thermodynamic, and dynamical
properties of water under diﬀerent conditions and in diﬀerent
environments.
3. PAIRWISE ADDITIVE ANALYTICAL POTENTIAL
ENERGY FUNCTIONS
To date, pairwise additive PEFs, like the aSPC/Fw36 and q-
TIP4P/F37 models of Figures 1 and 2, are the most common
representations of the interactions between water molecules used
in conventional computer simulations. By construction, these
PEFs do not include an explicit treatment of many-body eﬀects
but approximate the total interaction energy through an eﬀective
2B term that is empirically parametrized to reproduce
experimental data. In addition, the vast majority of these PEFs,
including the popular TIPnP55−57 and SPC*58,59 families among
many others, assume the water molecules to be rigid. Since this
class of PEFs has recently been reviewed, it will not be further
discussed here, and we direct the interested reader to refs 60 and
61 for speciﬁc details.
Building upon rigid-monomer parametrizations, intramolecu-
lar ﬂexibility has also been added empirically to some of the most
popular pairwise additive PEFs, which have then been employed
in both classical and quantum molecular simulations.36,37,62−69
Although the overall performance of ﬂexible force ﬁelds (e.g., the
aSPC/Fw36 and q-TIP4P/F37 models) is comparable to that of
the original rigid models, the inclusion of intramolecular
ﬂexibility enables a more direct assessment of nuclear quantum
eﬀects in determining both thermodynamic and dynamical
properties.37,65,68 The interested reader is directed to the review
article in this thematic issue devoted speciﬁcally to the analysis of
nuclear quantum eﬀects in water.70
A diﬀerent class of pairwise potentials can be derived from eq 1
relying only on ab initio data for the water dimers but still
assuming rigid monomers. The ﬁrst such potential, MCY, was
developed by Matsuoka et al.71 The MCY potential was
parametrized by ﬁtting two analytical functions to reproduce
the energetics of 66 water dimer structures calculated at the
conﬁguration interaction level including single excitations (CIS).
The original MCY potential was subsequently used as a starting
point for further improvements which led to the development of
a new version of the potential with ﬂexible monomers,72 a
reﬁnement of the parameters based on the analysis of the
vibrational frequencies,73−75 and other more general reparame-
terizations.76 Several strictly pairwise PEFs, derived entirely from
ab initio data, were proposed in the 1990s,77,78 which served as a
starting point for subsequent developments of rigorous many-
body representations of the interaction energies (see section
4.3).
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The MCY functional form was employed by Mas et al. to
parametrize an analytical PEF for water using symmetry adapted
perturbation theory (SAPT) calculations performed on over
1000 water dimers with rigid monomers.79,80 Within the SAPT
formalism, individual contributions to noncovalent interactions
between two molecules can be directly determined through
perturbation theory, avoiding separate calculations of monomer
and dimer energies.81 Although SAPT provides a systematic
decomposition of the total interaction energy into physically
based components (e.g., electrostatics, exchange, induction, and
dispersion), the water model developed byMas et al. was directly
obtained from a linear least-squares ﬁt of the total energy to the
MCY functional form.79,80 The agreement between the
calculated and measured second virial coeﬃcient demonstrated
the overall accuracy of the SAPT-derived PEF, which eﬀectively
represents the ﬁrst attempt at using large sets of high-level ab
initio data to construct an accurate representation of the 2B term
of the MBE for water shown in eq 1.
When employed in computer simulations, both empirical and
ab initio pairwise PEFs have been successful at reproducing at
least some of the water properties, providing fundamental
insights at the molecular level. However, by construction,
pairwise representations of the total interaction energy suﬀer
from intrinsic shortcomings that limit their transferability to
more complex aqueous solutions and heterogeneous environ-
ments. These shortcomings are primarily associated with the
speciﬁc functional form adopted by pairwise PEFs which,
including only up to 2B contributions, neglect all many-body
eﬀects (see Figure 2).82 Therefore, the logical next step toward
accurate representations of the interactions between water
molecules requires the development of analytical PEFs that
include either implicitly or explicitly nonadditive eﬀects arising
from many-body interactions.
4. MANY-BODY ANALYTICAL POTENTIAL ENERGY
FUNCTIONS
4.1. Implicit Many-Body Potential Energy: Empirical Models
Several theoretical analyses based on electronic structure data
have demonstrated that many-body interactions contribute, on
average, ∼ 20% to the total interaction energy of water clusters,
with 3B contributions representing up to ∼18%.22−30,83−85 As
discussed in section 3, in pairwise PEFs such as those employed
in the popular TIPnP55−57 and SPC*58,59 force ﬁelds, many-
body contributions are only represented in an eﬀective way in a
mean-ﬁeld fashion.86 This appears to be a reasonable
approximation for a qualitative modeling of homogeneous
aqueous systems like bulk water as shown by the success of
some pairwise force ﬁelds in reproducing several structural,
thermodynamic, and dynamical properties of liquid water.60,61
Although it was shown that many-body eﬀects can be
decomposed, at least to some extent, into eﬀective pairwise
contributions using force-matching,87 more recent studies have
demonstrated that the explicit account of 3B eﬀects is essential
for a physically correct description of heterogeneous environ-
ments such as the air/water interface.88,89
3B interactions have also been shown to play an important role
in coarse-grained (CG) representations of the actual multi-
dimensional Born−Oppenheimer PESs.90−100 By construction,
many-body eﬀects in CG models can hardly be accounted for by
using only pairwise potential energy functions. For example,
Johnson et al. derived coarse-grained eﬀective pair potentials
from simulations with the TIP4P-Ew rigid and nonpolarizable
model57 and demonstrated that pairwise CG models can
reproduce some water-like anomalies but are unable to
simultaneously reproduce structural and thermodynamic proper-
ties.101 A more quantitative representation of many-body eﬀects
in CGmodels of water can be achieved by adding an empirical 3B
term to the pairwise expression of the interaction energy.99,102
An example of CG representations including 3B eﬀects is the
mW model,99 which adopts the same 2B and 3B energy
expressions as the Stillinger-Weber model for silicon,103 and was
parametrized to reproduce the experimental melting temper-
ature, enthalpy of vaporization, and density of liquid water at
ambient conditions. The mWmodel qualitatively reproduces the
structure (Figure 3a) and the temperature dependence of several
thermodynamic properties of liquid water, including the density
maximum at ambient pressure although the actual location is
shifted to a slightly lower temperature relative to the
experimental value (Figure 3b). It was also shown that mW is
more accurate than some atomistic models (e.g., SPC/E, TIP3P,
and TIP4P) in representing several thermodynamic properties,
including the melting temperature of ice Ih, the liquid density at
the melting point, the enthalpy of melting, and the surface
tension.99,104
Figure 3. (a) Comparison between oxygen−oxygen radial distribution functions of liquid water at ambient conditions derived from X-ray diﬀraction
measurements (black)107 and calculated frommolecular dynamics simulations performed with the coarse-grained mWmodel (blue)99 and the empirical
E3B models (green and orange).38,106 (b) Comparison between the experimental and calculated temperature dependence of the density of liquid water
at ambient pressure. The experimental values (black) are from ref 304.
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Explicit 3B terms have also been introduced in atomistic force
ﬁelds. For example, the E3B models utilize the TIP4P and
TIP4P/2005 force ﬁelds as baseline PEFs to which an explicit
three-body term is added to recover cooperative and
Table 1. List of Polarization Models and Fitting Methodology for Various Implicit Polarizable Water Modelsa
aThe polarization model relies on machine learning.
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anticooperative eﬀects associated with diﬀerent hydrogen-
bonding arrangements.38,105,106 Additional 2B terms are also
added to the original pairwise expressions to remove spurious 3B
contributions. The E3B2 model was parametrized to reproduce
six experimental properties (diﬀusion constant, rotational
correlation time, liquid density, surface tension, melting point,
and ice Ih density).
38 The addition of an explicit 3B term was
shown to improve the accuracy with which the properties of
water in heterogeneous environments, including water clusters
and the air/water interface, could be calculated.38,88,105 The
E3B2 model correctly reproduces several properties of the liquid
phase, although the calculated oxygen−oxygen radial distribution
function shown in Figure 3a appears to be too structured
compared to the most recent results derived from neutron-
diﬀraction measurements.107 The static dielectric constant and
low-frequency infrared spectra calculated with the E3B2 model
for both liquid water and ice Ih are also in good agreement with
the corresponding experimental data over wide temperature
ranges, although one distinct ﬁtting parameter is required for
each phase.108 A new parametrization of the E3B model (E3B3)
has recently been introduced.106 E3B3 is built upon the TIP4P/
2005 force ﬁeld and shows higher accuracy than the original
E3B2 model, especially in reproducing the temperature depend-
ence of structural and thermodynamic properties (e.g., the liquid
density shown in Figure 3b). Although the E3Bmodels represent
an improvement over common pairwise additive force ﬁelds, a
recent analysis of the heterodyne-detected vibrational sum-
frequency generation (HD-vSFG) spectrum of the air/water
interface in terms of many-body contributions suggests that, due
to the empirical parametrization, 3B eﬀects are possibly
overemphasized in the E3B models.89
4.2. Implicit Many-Body Potential Energy: Polarizable
Models
Alternatively to empirical parametrizations, it is possible to
develop PEFs that take into account many-body contributions
derived from a systematic decomposition of the intermolecular
interactions based on quantum-chemical calculations. Several
energy decomposition analysis (EDA) methods have been
developed over the years. These methods can be classiﬁed as
variational such as the Kitaura-Morokuma and similar
schemes109−119 or perturbational.120−125 In most cases, these
methods decompose the intermolecular interaction energies into
several terms including Coulomb, exchange-repulsion, disper-
sion, polarization, charge-transfer, and possibly higher-order
terms. The last four terms eﬀectively encompass many-body
contributions to the interaction energy.
The most common approach to including many-body eﬀects
in analytical PEFs is through the addition of a polarization (i.e.,
induction) term to the energy expression. As for the pairwise
PEFs described in section 3, polarizable force ﬁelds can be
classiﬁed as empirical or ab initio, depending on how the
parametrization is performed. A list of popular polarizable
models, including speciﬁc details about the induction scheme
adopted in the energy expression and type of data used in the
parametrization, is reported in Table 1.
One of the earliest attempts to account explicitly for
polarization eﬀects in the interactions between water molecules
is represented by the model constructed by Stillinger and David
which was applied to small clusters and ion monohydrates.126
Besides including isotropic dipole polarizability on the oxygen
atom of each water molecule, the model was based on charged
ions and a dissociable form of the intramolecular potential
energy. Another early simulation study of polarization eﬀects in
liquid water was performed by Barnes et al. using the polarizable
electrupole (PE) model.82 The PE model describes each water
molecule as a single site carrying both the experimental static
dipole and quadrupole moments along with an isotropic dipole
polarizability. This speciﬁc functional form was derived from the
results of electronic structure calculations indicating the presence
of 20−30% stronger hydrogen bonds in trimers and tetramers
than in the dimer as well as a strong increase of the molecular
dipole moment in going from the gas phase to bulk ice Ih.
Although the PE model did not display high accuracy, it inspired
subsequent developments of polarizable force ﬁelds. Indeed,
representing many-body eﬀects through polarizable dipoles has
become standard practice.
On the basis of the early studies by Stillinger and David126 and
Barnes et al.,82 several empirical polarizable force ﬁelds have been
developed, including the model by Lybrand and Kollman,127 the
POL3 model,128 the SCP-pol and TIP4P-pol models,129 the
TIP4P-based polarizable model parametrized with neural
networks,130 the ﬁve-site model by Stern et al.,131 as well as ab
initio polarizable force ﬁelds such as OSS.132 As discussed by
Guillot,60 the history of force ﬁeld developments has shown that
simply adding dipole polarizability to existing point-charge
models does not lead to the general improvement in accuracy
and/or transferability that might be expected. A likely reason for
this is that the electric ﬁeld generated by point-charge water
models is too inaccurate for realistic dipole induction
calculations.
Alternatively to point dipoles, polarization contributions have
also been included in water force ﬁelds through the charge-on-
spring (also known as Drude oscillator) scheme. In the most
common implementations, an additional partial charge is
connected by a harmonic spring to one of the sites (usually the
oxygen atom or the site carrying the negative charge) that are
used to deﬁne the electrostatic properties (e.g., dipole and
quadrupole moments) of an isolated water molecule. Examples
of charge-on-spring water models are the SWM4-DP,133 SWM4-
NDP,134 SWM6,135 COS,136−138 and BK3139 models. A
quantum-mechanical treatment of the Drude oscillator, which
allows for a rigorous description of both many-body polarization
and dispersion, has recently been proposed and shown to enable
accurate simulations of water across diﬀerent phases.140 Since
these polarizable force ﬁelds assume rigid-monomer geometries
and thus neglect 1B contributions to the interaction energy, they
will not be discussed further here. The interested reader is
directed to the original studies for speciﬁc details.
An example of an analytical PEF that was derived using both
experimental and ab initio data is the AMOEBA model.39,141,142
New versions of AMOEBA, termed inexpensive AMOEBA
(iAMOEBA) and AMOEBA14, have recently been proposed.143
iAMOEBA only includes contributions to the polarization term
from the permanent ﬁelds and the remaining parameters have
been optimized to reproduce both ab initio and selected
experimental data. Although the iAMOEBA model improves
the description of water clusters and liquid water compared to
the original AMOEBA model, non-negligible deviations from
highly correlated electronic structure reference data were found
at the 3B level.144 Torabifard et al. have recently reported an
AMOEBA water model based on a diﬀerent set of distributed
multipoles obtained from GEM.145 Several properties have been
calculated across a range of temperatures and compared to the
experimental counterparts. This new AMOEBA model shows
very good agreement for density, heat of vaporization, and
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diﬀusion coeﬃcients over the tested temperature range.146 Other
polarizable water models that rely on the use of diﬀuse functions
(e.g., single spherical Gaussians) instead of point charges or
multipoles have also been proposed.147,148
One of the ﬁrst ab initio water PEFs taking explicitly induced
multipolar polarizabilities into account was developed by
Campbell and Mezei.149 This PEF was ﬁtted to the energies of
229 water dimers calculated at the HF level. Several other
potential energy functions have been proposed, which make only
use of ab initio data in the ﬁtting process. These PESs include the
models by Yoon et al.25 and Li et al.,150 the NEMO model by
Karlstrom and co-workers,151−157 the X-pol model by Gao and
co-workers,158−161 the multipolar model of Popelier and co-
workers based on quantum chemical topology,162−165 and the
model by Torheyden and Jansen.166
Other PESs derived from ab initio data include additional
many-body terms to improve the description of the intermo-
lecular interactions between water molecules. One of the ﬁrst
examples that attempted to reproduce every component of the
Kitaura-Morokuma decomposition is the Singh-Kollman
model.167 The eﬀective fragment potential (EFP) also includes
terms such as charge transfer to account for many-body
eﬀects.168−172 Similar analytical PEFs have recently been
proposed.173 SIBFA is an example of a force ﬁeld based on the
individual reproduction of each term of the ab initio energy
decomposition analysis.174−177 The SIBFA functional form uses
damped distributed point multipoles for the calculation of the
intermolecular Coulomb interactions as well as the electrostatic
potential and electric ﬁeld necessary for the calculation of the
second order (polarization and charge-transfer) terms.
The Gaussian electrostatic model (GEM) follows the same
philosophy as SIBFA in systematically reproducing each EDA
term.178−185 However, GEM uses explicit molecular electronic
density for each fragment instead of a discrete distribution. The
use of explicit densities results in a more accurate description of
the intermolecular interaction, especially at medium to short
range, since the penetration errors are virtually eliminated.145
Recently, a new water PEF based on GEM and AMOEBA, called
GEM*, has been developed. GEM* combines the Coulomb and
exchange-repulsion terms from GEM with the polarization,
bonded and (modiﬁed) dispersion terms from AMOEBA.
GEM* was ﬁtted exclusively to ab initio data from water dimers
and trimers and reproduces both binding energies of water
clusters186−188 and bulk properties such as the heat of
vaporization.189 In the ﬁrst implementation of GEM*, all
quantum data was obtained at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level
(including the reference molecular density) for comparison with
the reference AMOEBA03 potential. In general, the calculation
of the exchange contribution in some of the above-mentioned
force ﬁelds, such as GEM and SIBFA, is performed in a pairwise
manner. However, many-body eﬀects from exchange interactions
also arise from higher-order terms (e.g., polarization, charge
transfer, and dispersion). These eﬀects can be included explicitly
through, for example, the use of the Axilrod−Teller triple dipole
function employed by Li et al.150 and the triple overlap function
as included in SIBFA.190 Recent eﬀorts have focused on ways to
improve the eﬃciency for the evaluation of the integrals required
by GEM* (and GEM) as well as on more accurate ﬁts performed
using reference data from both higher-level electronic structure
calculations and MB-pol dimer and trimer potential energy
surfaces.144,191
In the 2000s, Xantheas and co-workers introduced the TTM
(Thole-type model) potential energy functions192−196 that, for
the ﬁrst time, made use of a highly accurate 1B term derived from
high-level ab initio calculations by Partridge and Schwenke.197
The latest versions of the TTMmodels (TTM3-F40 and TTM4-
F41) employ point dipoles with Thole-type damping198 between
the charges and the induced dipoles and between the induced
dipoles themselves. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, while both
TTM3-F and TTM4-F PEFs deviate signiﬁcantly from the
CCSD(T) reference data at the 2B level, TTM4-F eﬀectively
reproduces 3B eﬀects with the same accuracy asMP2, reinforcing
the notion that high-order interactions in water can be eﬀectively
represented through classical many-body polarization. The TTM
PEFs were shown to reproduce the properties of water clusters,
liquid water, and ice reasonably well.199−202 Since the 1B term of
the TTM PEFs correctly describes intramolecular charge
transfer, both TTM3-F and TTM4-F reproduce the observed
increase of the HOH angle going from the gas to the condensed
phase and the correct IR spectrum of the HOH bend. However,
some inaccuracies were identiﬁed in modeling the OH stretching
vibrations, with both TTM3-F and TTM4-F predicting an
absorption line shape that is red-shifted compared to experi-
ment.203−205 In addition, as shown in Figure 4, the apparent
agreement with reference data achieved by the TTM3-F model is
often the result of fortuitous error cancellation between diﬀerent
Figure 4. (a) Interaction energies of the water hexamer isomers calculated with six polarizable force ﬁelds using theMP2 optimized geometries of ref 218
shown in Figure 5. Also shown as a reference are the corresponding values obtained at the CCSD(T)-F12 level in the complete basis set limit.217 (b)
Comparison between the oxygen−oxygen radial distribution functions of liquid water at ambient conditions derived from X-ray diﬀraction
measurements (black)107 and calculated from molecular dynamics simulations performed with six polarizable force ﬁelds. The AMOEBA2014 and
POLI2VS results are from refs 268 and 208, respectively.
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terms of the MBE. Closely related to the TTM family are the
DDP2,206 POLIR,207 and POLI2VS208 polarizable force ﬁelds,
with the last two models being speciﬁcally developed to simulate
the infrared spectrum of liquid water. Direct comparisons
between AMOEBA14, TTM3-F, TTM4-F, POLI2VS, and
GEM* are shown in Figure 4.
Following a diﬀerent approach based on intermolecular
perturbation theory, an important early attempt to reach higher
accuracy in modeling water clusters, at the expense of
computational eﬃciency, was made by Stone and co-workers
through the development of the anisotropic site potential (ASP-
W).209 The ASP-W model, as the subsequent improved versions
ASP-W2 and ASP-W4,210 is based on a distributed multipole
expansion of the electric ﬁeld around the water molecule, with
the expansion going from point charges (monopoles) up to the
quadrupole on the oxygen atom and dipole on the hydrogen
atoms. Induction eﬀects are treated by dipole as well as
quadrupole polarizabilities, and the dispersion and short-range
exchange-repulsion energy components are treated by detailed
anisotropic functions ﬁtted to ab initio data. Despite their
elaborate construction, the ASP-W models were shown to
contain inaccuracies in the description of water clusters, while
simulations of liquid water have not yet been attempted. Building
on the studies by Stone and co-workers, Goldman et al. took
advantage of accurate experimental measurements of vibration−
rotation tunneling (VRT) spectra of the water dimer and
performed several reparametrization of the original ASP-W
model to match the experimental tunneling splittings.211 The
latest version, called VRT(ASP-W)III, describes the dimer
potential energy surface with spectroscopic accuracy, albeit with
ﬁxed intramolecular geometry. When applied to Monte Carlo
simulations of liquid water, VRT(ASP-W)III predicted a too
weakly structured liquid compared to experimental diﬀraction
data, even without the inclusion of nuclear quantum eﬀects.212
The recently proposed single-center multipole expansion
(SCME) model213 follows a similar philosophy as the ASP
models but includes an important simpliﬁcation which renders it
more computationally eﬃcient as well as physically transparent.
From the analysis of electric ﬁelds in ice and around water
clusters, Batista et al.214,215 observed that an electric induction
model based on a multipole expansion around a single site (the
molecular center of mass) agree well with DFT and MP2
calculations when the expansion is carried out up to and
including the hexadecupole moment, with induction eﬀects
treated by dipole and quadrupole polarizabilities. The
importance of including the hexadecupole moment in the
electrostatics of ice was also highlighted in the work of Tribello
and Slater,216 who showed that eﬀective force ﬁelds consistently
fail to describe the energetics of diﬀerent proton ordering in ice
due to their inadequate description of higher-order multipoles.
Reducing the number of multipole sites from three to one
requires signiﬁcantly less computational eﬀort in the iterative
solution of the polarization equations. At the same time, it makes
the model conceptually simpler since atomic multipole moments
of molecules are poorly deﬁned and not experimentally
measurable, while the gas-phase molecular multipoles can be
obtained from experiments or from ab initio calculations. In the
SCME model, the electrostatic multipole expansion, which is
switched oﬀ at short range using damping functions, is combined
with a dispersion energy expression including C6, C8, and C10
coeﬃcients derived from ab initio calculations and an empirical
density-dependent isotropic short-range repulsion energy, both
centered on the oxygen atom. Promising results were obtained in
the description of water clusters, ice, and liquid water,213
although some shortcomings of the SCMEmodel are apparent in
the comparisons shown in Figure 4.
To provide the reader with a general overview of the accuracy
with which diﬀerent implicit polarizable models describe the
properties of liquid water, a compendium of structural, energetic,
and thermodynamic quantities extracted from the original
references is reported in Table 2. In general, all models correctly
describe both density and enthalpy of vaporization at room
temperature, albeit noticeable variations in their performance are
observed for various other properties, with percentage deviations
from the reference data being, in some cases, larger than 10%. In
particular, the heat capacity and dielectric constant appear to be
the properties more diﬃcult to reproduce.
More direct comparisons are made in Figure 4, where
predictions for interaction energies of the low-lying hexamer
isomers and the oxygen−oxygen radial distribution function of
the liquid at ambient conditions are analyzed for the most recent
polarizable models with ﬂexible monomers. The hexamer cluster
is speciﬁcally chosen for this comparison because it is the smallest
water cluster for which the lowest energy isomers assume fully
three-dimensional structures (Figure 5), which resemble the
hydrogen-bonding arrangements found in the liquid and ice.
Among the six polarizable PEFs, AMOEBA2014 provides the
closest agreement with the interaction energies calculated at the
CCSD(T)-F12 level in ref 217 using the MP2-optimized
geometries of ref 218. Both the TTM3-F and GEM* PEFs
correctly predict the energy order for the diﬀerent isomers, with
the largest absolute deviation from the CCSD(T)-F12 values
being slightly more than ∼1 kcal/mol. It was shown, however,
that TTM3-F achieves high accuracy in the relative energies of
the diﬀerent isomers through some fortuitous cancellation of
errors between 2B and 3B contributions.217 Besides providing
larger deviations from the reference data, the remaining three
polarizable PEFs (TTM4-F, POLI2VS, and SCME) considered
in this analysis also predict a diﬀerent energy order compared to
the CCSD(T)-F12 results.
The comparison between the oxygen−oxygen radial distribu-
tion functions calculated from classical molecular dynamics
simulations and the corresponding experimental results derived
from X-ray scattering measurements of liquid water at ambient
conditions107 indicates that all six polarizable force ﬁelds
overestimate the height of the ﬁrst peak. It should be noted,
however, that the shape of this peak, associated with molecules
located in the ﬁrst hydration shell, is sensitive to nuclear quantum
eﬀects which are neglected in classical molecular dynamics
simulations.219 While all six polarizable force ﬁelds correctly
reproduce outer hydration shells at larger water−water
separations, the current version of GEM* and the TTM4-F
model predict a too weakly and too strongly structured liquid,
respectively.
A quantitative assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of
the current version of the SCME PEF can be derived from the
analysis of the lower-order terms contributing to the overall
interaction energy. Figure 6a shows the absolute diﬀerence
between the SCME and CCSD(T) 2B energies, ESCME −
ECCSD(T), calculated as a function of the oxygen−oxygen distance
for a set of 27029 dimers extracted from path-integral molecular
dynamics simulations performed with the many-body HBB2-pol
potential energy function.191 While SCME predicts accurate
energetics for monomer separations larger than ∼3.5 Å, large
deviations from the CCSD(T) reference data are found at short
range. This short-range error is associated with the breakdown of
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the multipole expansion as the electron clouds of neighboring
monomers start to overlap and reveals deﬁciencies in the
multipolar damping functions together with the isotropic
exchange-repulsion energy model adopted by SCME. While a
systematic improvement of the damping functions is possible,220
a potentially more eﬃcient route to describe quantum
mechanical eﬀects (e.g., exchange-repulsion and charge transfer)
at short range is to replace the current empirical repulsion energy
with an explicit many-body potential obtained from the
application of machine-learning techniques (see section 4.3).
Figure 6b shows the correlation between 3B energies obtained
from SCME and CCSD(T) calculations for a set of 12347 trimer
geometries.144 Since the short-range repulsion is partially
canceled from the 3B energies, the SCME results are in relatively
good agreement with the reference data. For illustrative
purposes, a comparison between SCME three-body energies
calculated by neglecting the induced quadrupole moments and
the corresponding CCSD(T) reference data is also shown in
Figure 6b. This comparison suggests that inducing the
quadrupole moments may be important to enhance the binding
energy for a large range of strongly hydrogen-bonded trimer
geometries. However, since both AMOEBA and TTM4-F
achieves high accuracy in the representation of 3B interactions
by only employing inducible dipole moments (Figure 2), the role
played by inducible quadrupole moments appears to be related to
the speciﬁc electrostatic scheme adopted by individual PEFs
(such as SCME) and merits more systematic comparative
analysis.
4.3. Explicit Many-Body Potential Energy
Since the MBE converges rapidly for water,30,31,83,84,221,222 eq 1
suggests that it is possible to eﬀectively express the energy of
systems containing N water molecules in terms of low-order
interactions, which, in turn, can be calculated with high accuracy
using correlated electronic structure [e.g., CCSD(T)] methods.
On the basis of this observation and building upon the MCY
pairwise potential energy function described in section 4.1, the
ﬁrst many-body PEF for water with rigid monomers was
developed by Niesar et al.223,224 This PEF contains explicit 2B
and 3B terms derived respectively from fourth-order Möller-
Plesset (MP4) and HF calculations, along with a classical
description of higher-body polarization interactions.
Subsequent improvements in the SAPT methodology enabled
the development of a new global PEF (SAPT-5s+3B) for water
with rigid monomers, including explicit 2B and 3B terms.225−227
The new analytical 3B term was obtained from a ﬁt to 7533
trimer energies calculated at the Hartree−Fock level using the
SAPT formalism. SAPT-5s+3B was shown to accurately
reproduce the vibration−rotation tunneling (VRT) spectrum
of both (H2O)2 and (D2O)2 dimers as well as the second virial
coeﬃcient and the far-infrared spectrum of the water trimer.
These studies eventually led to the development of the rigid-
monomer CC-pol family of water PESs,228−233 whose latest
version, CC-pol-8s, is a 25-site model with explicit 2B and 3B
terms ﬁtted to CCSD(T)-corrected MP2 dimer energies and
SAPT trimer energies, respectively. All higher-order interactions
in CC-pol are represented through classical polarization. CC-pol
accurately reproduces the VRT spectrum of the water dimer and
predicts the structure of liquid water in reasonable agreement
with the experimental data. Within the CC-pol scheme, a reﬁned
2B term with explicit dependence on the monomer ﬂexibility,
CC-pol-8s/f, has recently been reported.234 As shown in Figure
7a, CC-pol-8s/f reproduces the interaction energies of more than
40000 water dimers calculated at the CCSD(T)/CBS level of
theory with a root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 0.42 kcal/
Table 2. Compendium of Structural, Energetic, and
Thermodynamic Propertiesa
aCalculated using diﬀerent implicit polarizable water models as
reported in the respective original studies. + indicates that the
corresponding quantity is reported in the original references. All
thermodynamic properties are given as percentage deviations of the
calculated values with respect to the corresponding experimental data.
Green circles: <5%; blue circles: 5%−10%; red circles: >10%. In cases
where a range of temperatures was analyzed in the original studies, the
average deviation is reported. g(r) = radial distribution functions, ρ =
liquid density, ΔHvap = enthalpy of vaporization, Cp = heat capacity, D
= diﬀusion coeﬃcient, ε = dielectric constant, η = viscosity, κ =
isothermal compressibility, α = thermal expansion coeﬃcient, and
TMD = temperature of maximum density.
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Figure 5. Low-energy isomers of the water hexamer.
Figure 6. (a) Logarithmic-scale errors in SCME213 two-body absolute energies relative to CCSD(T)/CBS reference data reported in ref 191. (b)
Correlation plot between SCME (y axis) and CCSD(T)/CBS (x axis) three-body energies calculated for the set of trimer geometries reported in ref 144.
Results obtained with the full SCME three-body energies are shown in blue, while the results obtained when the SCME quadrupole induction energy is
neglected are shown in light blue.
Figure 7. Correlation plots for 2B interaction energies calculated with the CC-pol-8s/f (panel a), WHBB (panel b), and MB-pol (panel c) many-body
potential energy functions. Plotted on the x axes are the CCSD(T)/CBS reference energies calculated for 42394 water dimers in ref 191. On the y axes
are the corresponding energies calculated with the diﬀerent water PEFs.
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mol per dimer and the experimental VRT spectrum with high
accuracy (Table 3).
The ﬁrst global full-dimensional water PEF (WHBB) was
reported by Wang et al.53,235−238 As in the TTM PEFs, the 1B
term of WHBB is described by the spectroscopically accurate
monomer PEF developed by Partridge and Schwenke,197 while
the 2B and 3B terms were ﬁtted to CCSD(T) and MP2 data,
respectively, using permutationally invariant polynomials.239 All
long-range many-body eﬀects in WHBB are represented by the
same Thole-type polarizable model used in the TTM3-F
model.40 In combination with the many-body PEF, a two-body
dipole moment surface for water was also reported as part of the
WHBB suite.53,235,236 To date, WHBB has been applied to
dynamical calculations of several properties of water clusters,
including energies240,241 and free energies,242 as well as in static
calculations of the vibrational frequencies of clusters,243,244 liquid
water,245,246 and ice.247 WHBB reproduces the CCSD(T)/CBS
interaction energies of the dimer data set of ref 191 with an
RMSD of 0.15 kcal/mol per dimer (Figure 7b) and predicts
vibrational transitions in excellent agreement with the exper-
imental VRT spectrum (Table 3). Although WHBB is highly
accurate for very small water clusters, its accuracy appears to
deteriorate as the system size increases as demonstrated by the
poor agreement obtained with CCSD(T) and quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) reference data for the hexamer isomers and liquid
conﬁgurations.217 As discussed in ref 217, this lack of
transferability of WHBB from small clusters to condensed-
phase systems is possibly related to inaccuracies in the speciﬁc
functional form adopted to merge explicit short-range and
eﬀective long-range many-body interactions.
Building upon the results obtained with CC-pol and WHBB,
the full-dimensional HBB2-pol many-body PEF was introduced
by Babin et al. in ref 54. As in the TTM andWHBB PESs, the 1B
term of HBB2-pol is described by monomer PEF developed by
Partridge and Schwenke.197 The 2B interaction at short range is
represented by the HBB2 potential,235 which smoothly
transitions at long-range into the sum of two separate terms
describing electrostatic and dispersion energy interactions. The
induction contributions to nonpairwise additive interactions in
HBB2-pol are taken into account through Thole-type point
polarizable dipoles on all atomic sites using the TTM4-F
scheme.41 In addition, an explicit 3B component is used to
account for short-range interactions, such as exchange-repulsion
and charge transfer. The inclusion of induction interactions at all
monomer separations in the 3B term of HBB2-pol enables the
use of lower degree permutationally invariant polynomials than
previously reported for WHBB, resulting in a sizable decrease in
the computational cost associated with both energy and force
calculations. HBB2-pol is the ﬁrst full-dimensional analytical PES
that accurately predicts the properties of water from the gas to
the condensed phase, reproducing the second and third virial
coeﬃcients, the relative energies of small water clusters, and both
structural and dynamical properties of liquid water.54 From the
analysis of the HBB2-pol oxygen−oxygen radial distribution
function, it was found that the inclusion of explicit 3B short-range
eﬀects is critical to correctly reproduce the structure of liquid
water at ambient conditions. Moreover, HBB2-pol simulations
performed using path-integral molecular dynamics combined
with the replica exchange method were shown to predict the
correct relative stability of (H2O)6 and (D2O)6 clusters over a
wide range of temperatures.248
A new full-dimensional many-body PEF, MB-pol, has recently
been introduced Babin et al. and shown to achieve
unprecedented accuracy in predicting the properties of water
Table 3. Measured and Calculated VRT Levels and Tunneling Splittings for the (H2O)2 Dimer
a
experiment HBB2 CCpol-8s/f MB-pol
Ka = 0
OO (2) 153.62(1.88) 148.57(1.14) 149.63(1.23) 154.31(2.41)
(1) 145.00(3.48) 143.20(3.27) 149.44(1.97)
AT (1) 128.91(0.74) 132.10(1.48) 129.44(0.24)
(2) 120.19(0.74) 121.01(8.41) 117.50(8.67) 119.07(10.15)
AW (2) 108.89(0.02) 105.78(0.03) 107.82(0.10) 108.87(0.13)
(1) 107.93(2.95) 105.35(1.99) 109.23(3.29) 108.38(3.24)
DT (1) 116.54(4.84) 113.35(5.91) 113.83(5.61)
(2) 64.52(2.54) 67.18(2.03) 61.33(2.48) 61.31(2.54)
GS (2) 11.18(0.65) 10.16(0.60) 12.75(0.61) 12.05(0.69)
(1) 0.00(0.75) 0.00(0.68) 0.00(0.72) 0.00(0.81)
Ka = 1
OO (2) 152.50(1.12) 152.07(1.48) 156.60(2.71)
(1) 150.52(1.04) 153.54(2.54) 152.69(4.13)
AT (1) 142.25(4.33) 142.42(4.04) 143.68(4.87)
(2) 136.24(5.31) 136.52(4.66) 137.04(5.95)
AW (2) 123.56(3.41) 122.25(2.48) 123.12(3.16) 123.65(3.83)
(1) 109.98(5.24) 108.95(4.55) 108.28(4.76) 109.65(5.89)
DT (1) 94.25(2.66) 92.18(3.34) 91.22(3.47)
(2) 87.75(1.11) 89.55(0.54) 86.37(1.32) 85.63(1.00)
GS (2) 14.39(0.70) 14.00(0.64) 15.45(0.67) 15.04(0.77)
(1) 11.66(0.54) 11.50(0.49) 12.36(0.51) 12.18(0.48)
aThe energy levels are labeled as ground state (GS), donor torsion (DT), acceptor wag (AW), acceptor twist (AT), and intermolecular stretch
(OO). The energies (in cm−1) correspond to the origins o1(K) and o2(K) of the levels (1) and (2) with quantum numbers K = 0 and K = 1,
respectively. The values in parentheses are the interchange tunneling splittings i1(K) and i2(K). The values for HBB2, which corresponds to the 2B
term of WHBB are taken from ref 295, those for CCpol-8sf from ref 296, and those for MB-pol from ref 191. The experimental values are taken from
refs 297−301.
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across diﬀerent phases.144,191,249 The MB-pol functional form
includes the 1B term by Partridge and Schwenke197 as well as
explicit 2B and 3B terms derived from large data sets of dimer and
trimer interaction energies calculated at the CCSD(T) level of
theory in the complete basis set limit.144,191,249 All higher-body
terms in MB-pol are represented by many-body polarization
using a slightly modiﬁed version of the induction scheme
adopted by the TTM4-F PEF.41 MB-pol can thus be viewed as a
ﬂexible polarizable model supplemented by short-range 2B and
3B terms that take eﬀectively into account quantum-mechanical
interactions arising from the overlap of the monomer electron
densities. Speciﬁcally, MB-pol thus contains many-body eﬀects at
all monomer separations as well as at all orders, in an explicit way
up to the third order and in a mean-ﬁeld fashion at higher orders.
Figure 8. (a) Interaction energies of the water hexamer isomers calculated with the SCME/GAP, WHBB, and MP-pol many-body potential energy
functions using the MP2 optimized geometries of ref 218. Also shown as a reference are the corresponding values obtained at the CCSD(T)-F12/VTZ-
F12 level of theory in the complete basis set limit.217 (b) Same comparison as in (a) using seven popular DFT models. (c) Same comparison as in (a)
using the same seven DFT models as in (b) with the D3 pairwise additive dispersion correction of ref 257.
Figure 9. Errors,ΔE = EnBmodel− EnBCCSD(T), relative to the CCSD(T)-F12/VTZ-F12 reference values of ref 217 for the individual terms (nB) of the many-
body expansion of the interaction energy calculated using many-body PEFs and DFT models for the (a−c) prism, (d−f) cage, and (g−i) cyclic chair
hexamer isomers. The ﬁrst column (a, d, and g) reports the results obtained with the SCME/GAP, WHBB, and MB-pol many-body potentials. The
second (b, e, and h) and third (c, f, and i) columns report the results obtained with the same seven DFT models of Figure 8 without and with the D3
dispersion correction, respectively.
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As shown in Figure 7c, MB-pol reproduces the CCSD(T)/CBS
interaction energies of more than 40000 water dimer with an
RMSD of 0.05 kcal/mol per dimer, which reduces to 0.03 kcal/
mol for dimers with energies below 25 kcal/mol. Similarly to CC-
pol-8s/f and WHBB, MB-pol reproduces the experimental VRT
spectrum of the water dimer with high accuracy (Table 3). MB-
pol correctly reproduces the second virial coeﬃcient,191 the
relative energies of small water clusters,144 and the structural,
thermodynamic, and dynamical properties of liquid water at
ambient conditions.249 A recent analysis217 of the water
properties from the gas to the liquid phase shows that MB-pol
predicts interaction energies and vibrational frequencies for small
water clusters in close agreement with the reference values
obtained from highly correlated electronic structure calcula-
tions250 as well as the energetics of liquid conﬁgurations in
agreement with quantum Monte Carlo reference data.251
Importantly, the analysis reported in ref 217 also demonstrates
that MB-pol achieves higher accuracy in the description of liquid
conﬁgurations than existing DFT models that are commonly
used in ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of water (see
Figures 8,9, and 10).
An alternative approach to the permutationally invariant
polynomials that are used to describe 2B and 3B interactions in
the WHBB,53,235−238 HBB2-pol,54 and MB-pol144,191,249 PEFs is
represented by the Gaussian process regression, also known as
krieging or kernel ridge regression.252,253 In this method, a
(typically high-dimensional) function is expressed as a linear
combination of nonlinear basis functions (often Gaussians) that
are centered on the actual data points. The Gaussian
Approximation Potential (GAP)254,255 framework uses this
method to generate PEFs, utilizing both ab initio energies and
gradients in a consistent and essentially parameter-free manner.
In the case of small molecules, the GAP basis functions are
rotationally invariant because themolecule geometry is described
by internuclear distances and are made permutationally invariant
by averaging them over the permutational symmetry group.
GAP was used to generate a 12-dimensional potential energy
surface for the water dimer based on 9000 conﬁgurations with an
RMSD of <0.01 kcal/mol per dimer. When combined with a
description of the beyond-2B terms based on BLYP calculations
and the Partridge-Schwenke model for the 1B term, the GAP
PEF achieved a relative RMSD of <0.1 kcal/mol for the hexamer
isomers.194 However, the absolute binding energy errors were
found to be signiﬁcantly larger (0.3 kcal/mol for hexamers and
0.6 kcal/mol pentadecamers), due to the cooperative eﬀects
discussed in section 4.2, which are poorly described at the DFT/
BLYP level (see Figure 9).195 Similarly, relative binding energies
of ice phases calculated with GAP were found to be accurate
(<0.1 kcal/mol) although this PEF systematically overestimates
the binding energies by ∼1.5 kcal/mol due to the over-
polarisation associated with the BLYP functional. Changing the
description of the many-body terms to the PBE exchange-
correlation functional was found to have a somewhat remarkable
eﬀect: while PBE gives an intrinsically better description of the
2B terms, its description of the beyond-2B terms is signiﬁcantly
worse than BLYP, leading to relative errors on the order of 3
kcal/mol for ice phases and clusters derived from ice-like
conﬁgurations.196 These observations provide some possible
explanations for the persistent failure of commonly used DFT
models in accurately describing the properties of water.
Following the same strategy adopted to derive the HBB2-
pol32,54 and MB-pol144,191,249 PEFs, the GAP approach has
recently been used to correct the shortcomings of the polarizable
SCME model (see section 4.2) in the representation of short-
range 2B and 3B interactions. The resulting SCME/GAP PEF
contains 2B and 3B GAP corrections derived from ﬁts to the
CCSD(T) 2B energies of ref 256 and to the same CCSD(T)/
CBS 3B energies used to optimize the 3B permutationally
invariant polynomials of the MB-pol PEF, respectively.144
Although the SCME/GAP model is still under development,
preliminary results shown in Figures 8 and 9 indicate that the
addition of the short-range GAP corrections signiﬁcantly
improves the ability of the original SCME model to predict
both the energetics and the individual many-body contributions
to the interaction energies of the hexamer isomers.
Similar to section 4.2, the interaction energies of the hexamer
isomers calculated with several many-body PEFs are analyzed in
Figure 8. To provide the reader with a quantitative assessment of
the accuracy of existing many-body PEFs, direct comparisons
with the corresponding quantities obtained from ab initio
calculations are also reported. In Figure 8a, the interaction
energies of low-lying hexamer isomers calculated with the
SCME/GAP, WHBB, and MB-pol PEFs are compared with the
corresponding CCSD(T)-F12/VTZ-F12 reference values of ref
217. All three many-body PEFs predict the correct energy order,
with SCME/GAP and MB-pol providing the closest agreement
with the CCSD(T)-F12/VTZ-F12 values for all isomers.
Figure 10. (a) Mean absolute deviations in the total energy relative to quantum Monte Carlo reference data calculated using the WHBB and MB-pol
many-body PEFs, the TTM3-F and TTM4-F polarizable force ﬁelds, and several DFT models for conﬁgurations (in periodic boundary conditions)
extracted from path-integral molecular dynamics simulations of water performed with the vdW-DF and vdW-DF2 functionals in ref 251. All data from ref
217. (b) Comparison between the oxygen−oxygen radial distribution functions calculated for liquid water in refs 249 and 292 from classical molecular
dynamics simulations using the MB-pol many-body PEF and the BLYP, BLYP-D3, B3LYP-D3 functionals, respectively. (c) Comparison between the
oxygen−oxygen radial distribution functions calculated for liquid water in refs 249 and 293 from classical molecular dynamics simulations using theMB-
pol many-body PEF and the PBE, PBE+TS(vdW), PBE0, and PBE0+TS(vdW) functionals, respectively.
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To put the results obtained with many-body PEFs in
perspective, comparisons between the CCSD(T)-F12/VTZ-
F12 interaction energies and the corresponding values calculated
using seven popular DFT models (without and with the D3
dispersion correction257) commonly used in computer simu-
lations of water are shown in Figure 8 (panels b and c). All DFT
calculations were carried out with Gaussian 09258 using the aug-
cc-pVQZ basis set. The analysis of Figure 8b clearly shows that
among the seven functionals without the D3 dispersion
correction, only M062X and ωB97X predict the correct energy
order of the hexamer isomers. However, the deviations from the
CCSD(T)-F12/VTZ-F12 reference data can be as large as 6
kcal/mol, which is signiﬁcantly larger than the diﬀerences
obtained with all three many-body PEFs. Although the addition
of the D3 dispersion correction257 improves the agreement with
the CCSD(T)-F12/VTZ-F12 values, none of the DFT models
considered in this analysis achieves the same accuracy as SCME/
GAP and MB-pol.
A more quantitative assessment of the accuracy of both many-
body PEFs and DFT models, the many-body decomposition of
the interaction energy for the prism (isomer 1), cage (isomer 2),
and cyclic chair (isomer 6) hexamers is reported in Figure 9.
Speciﬁcally, the errors (ΔE = ΔEnBmodel − ΔEnBCCSD(T)) relative to
the CCSD(T)-F12/VTZ-F12 reference values reported in ref
217 were calculated for each term (from 2B to 6B) of eq 1. The
results shown in the ﬁrst column of Figure 9 (panels a, d, and g)
indicate that all many-body PEFs closely reproduce the reference
values for each term of the MBE. However, non-negligible
deviations in the 3B and 4B terms, which become more apparent
for the cyclic chair isomer, result in WHBB being overall less
accurate than the SCME/GAP and MB-pol at reproducing the
hexamer interaction energies as shown in Figure 8. On the other
hand, large deviations from the reference data are found,
especially at the 2B level, when the calculations are carried out
with DFT models without the dispersion correction (panels b, e,
and h of Figure 9). In this case, the PBE and PBE0 functionals
provide the closest agreement with the CCSDT(T)-F12/VTZ-
F12 values, although the associated errors are appreciably larger
than those obtained with explicit many-body PEFs. Overall, the
inclusion of the D3 dispersion correction improves the
description of the 2B contributions (panels c, f, and i of Figure
9). However, while the dispersion correction improves
signiﬁcantly the accuracy of the BLYP functional, both PBE-
D3 and PBE0-D3 2B terms become less accurate than those
obtained with the original functionals. Since the D3 dispersion
correction is strictly pairwise additive, it does not improve the
description of higher-order interaction terms, which are found to
deviate from the CCSD(T)-F12 reference values by as much as 2
kcal/mol. Interestingly, both M062X and M062X-D3 appear to
beneﬁt from fortuitous error cancellation between even- and
odd-order interaction terms. Among all functionals considered in
this analysis, ωB97XD provides the most accurate description of
each term of the MBE, independently of the isomer. However,
the deviations from the CCSD(T)-F12 reference values
associated with ωB97XD are still noticeably larger than those
found with the WHBB, SCME/GAP, and MB-pol many-body
PEFs.
Particularly remarkable is the close similarity between the
results obtained with the SCME/GAP and MB-pol PEFs which
eﬀectively demonstrates both the accuracy and eﬃciency of the
many-body-plus-polarization scheme originally introduced with
the HBB2-pol PEF. Within this scheme, individual many-body
contributions are explicitly added to a baseline energy expression
that implicitly represents many-body eﬀects through classical
polarization. These individual terms (e.g., 2B and 3B permuta-
tionally invariant polynomials for MB-pol and GAP functions for
SCME/GAP) eﬀectively correct the deﬁciencies of a classical
representation of the interaction energies, recovering quantum-
mechanical eﬀects such as exchange-repulsion and charge
transfer. Since MB-pol and SCME/GAP use diﬀerent induction
schemes and short-range corrections, the close agreement
between the MB-pol and SCME/GAP results thus demonstrates
that the many-body-plus-polarization scheme is robust with
respect to the speciﬁc functional form adopted by the individual
PEFs. Interestingly, SCME/GAP uses the same trimer training
set as MB-pol to eﬀectively achieve the same accuracy in the
representation of 3B interaction energies, which emphasizes the
importance of shared databases of high-quality electronic
structure data for developing accurate analytical PEFs. It should
also be noted that, although current implementations of many-
body-plus-polarization scheme such as HBB2-pol, MB-pol, and
SCME/GAP include explicit corrections up to the 3B level, this
choice only represents the optimal compromise between
accuracy and computational eﬃciency. By construction, the
many-body-plus-polarization scheme is not limited by the
number of explicit terms of the many-body expansion that can
be included in the energy expression nor by the order of
permutationally invariant polynomials (for HBB2-pol and MB-
pol) and number of Gaussian functions (for SCME/GAP).
While, as of today, SCME/GAP has not been applied to any
water system in periodic boundary conditions, the accuracy of
WHBB and MB-pol was further assessed in ref 217 through a
direct comparison with quantum Monte Carlo interaction
energies calculated for liquid water conﬁgurations extracted
from path-integral molecular dynamics simulations carried out
with the vdW-DF and vdW-DF2 functionals.251 Figure 10a
shows the results obtained in refs 251 and 217 for several DFT
models and the TTM3-F and TTM4-F polarizable force ﬁelds,
respectively. QMC has been shown to be a reliable benchmark in
the study of small water clusters, predicting relative energies with
an accuracy comparable to that of CCSD(T). As a measure of
accuracy, the mean absolute deviation (MAD) between the
energies Ei
(PEF) obtained with each PEF and the reference QMC
energies Ei
(QMC) was calculated in ref 217 as
∑= | − − ⟨ − ⟩|
=N
E E E EMAD
1
( )
i
N
c 1
i
(PEF)
i
(QMC) (PEF) (QMC)
c
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In eq 6,Nc is the total number of water conﬁgurations used in the
analysis and ⟨ − ⟩ = ∑ −=E E E E( )N i i i
(PEF) (QMC) 1
1
N (PEF) (QMC)
c
c is
the average energy diﬀerence for all Nc conﬁgurations, which is
used to eﬀectively align the zero of energy with the reference
QMC data. As discussed in detail in ref 217, the comparison with
the QMC results demonstrates that MB-pol provides a highly
accurate description of the energetics of liquid water, out-
performing both current DFT and existing analytical PEFs.
Figure 10a also shows that the accuracy of WHBB deteriorates
for liquid conﬁgurations, leading to an MAD value relative to the
QMC reference data which is ∼15 times larger than MB-pol and
∼4 times larger than the corresponding values obtained with the
TTM3-F and TTM4-F polarizable force ﬁelds. It should be
noted, however, that, as shown by the analyses presented in
Figure 8 and in ref 217, fortuitous cancellation of errors between
diﬀerent terms of the many-body expansion of the interaction
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energy may also aﬀect the energetics of the liquid conﬁgurations
calculated using both DFT models and polarizable force ﬁelds.
Since molecular dynamics simulations of liquid water with
WHBB are currently unfeasible due to the associated computa-
tional cost,217 Figure 10 (panels b and c) shows the oxygen−
oxygen radial distribution functions calculated from classical
molecular dynamics simulations of liquid water at ambient
conditions using both MB-pol and several DFT models with and
without dispersion corrections. These comparisons further
demonstrate the accuracy of MB-pol, which predicts the
structure of water in excellent agreement with that derived
from X-ray scattering measurements. The small diﬀerences
between the experimental and MB-pol results seen in the ﬁrst
peak of the oxygen−oxygen radial distribution function are
associated with nuclear quantum eﬀects, which are quantitatively
recovered in path-integral molecular dynamics simulations with
MB-pol as shown in ref 249. It is now well-established that GGA
functionals (e.g., BLYP and PBE) predict a too-structured liquid.
The agreement between the DFT results and the experimental
data improves when dispersion corrections and/or Hartree−
Fock exchange is added to the functional. However, as Figure 10
(panels b and c) shows, independently of the speciﬁc details of
the functional, noticeable diﬀerences still exist between the DFT
and experimental results, with the former consistently predicting
a too short oxygen−oxygen distance between molecules in the
ﬁrst solvation shell.
To characterize the accuracy of MB-pol in a more quantitative
way, we use a new scoring scheme that has recently been
introduced to compare the performance of DFT models in
reproducing diﬀerent water properties.259 This scheme was used
to assign a percentage score to several DFT models according to
their performance in reproducing the properties of the water
monomer, dimer, and hexamer, as well as of ice structures.
Speciﬁcally, the properties considered in the analysis of ref 259
are the harmonic frequency of the monomer symmetric stretch
( fss
mono), the dimer binding energy (Eb
dim), the binding energy per
monomer of the cyclic-chair isomer (isomer 6 of Figure 5) of the
hexamer cluster (Eb
ring), the sublimation energy of ice Ih (Esub
Ih ),
the diﬀerence per monomer between the binding energies of the
prism (isomer 1 of Figure 5) and cyclic-chair (isomer 6 of Figure
5) isomers of the hexamer cluster (ΔEbprism−ring), the diﬀerence of
the sublimation energies of ice Ih and ice VIII (ΔEsub
Ih−VIII), the
equilibrium oxygen−oxygen distance of the dimer (ROOdim), and
the equilibrium volumes per water molecule of ice Ih (Veq
Ih) and
ice VIII (Veq
VIII). The scores are assigned by considering the
deviations from the corresponding reference data obtained from
high-level electronic structure calculations or experimental
measurements. A score of 100% is assigned if the magnitude of
the deviation is less than a predeﬁned tolerance δxtol, and a
deduction of 10% is applied for each successive increment δxtol in
|x− xref|. A zero score is given if |x− xref| > 11 δxtol. The interested
reader is referred to ref 259 for a detailed discussion of the
speciﬁc values of δxtol for the diﬀerent water properties. As shown
in Table 4, MB-pol scores 90% or higher for all properties except
for the equilibrium volume per water molecule of ice VIII,
outperforming all DFT models considered in ref 259. The
Table 4. Comparison between the Percentage Scores of MB-pol and Several DFT Models Computed Using the Scoring Scheme
Introduced in ref 259a
model fss
mono (cm−1) Eb
dim (meV) Eb
ring (meV) Esub
Ih (meV) ΔEbprism‑ring (meV) ΔEb
Ih‑VIII (meV) ROO
dim (Å) Veq
Ih (Å3) Veq
VIII (Å3) total
reference 3812 3835b 217.6 319 610 13 33 2.909 2.9127b 32 19.1
MB-pol 3833 215.2 309.5 614 22.5 15 2.92 31.61 18.64
90, 100 100 100 100 100 90 90, 100 90 80 93, 96
LDA 60 0 − 0 − 10 0 − − 14
PBE 50 100 80 80 0 0 100 70 20 56
BLYP 20 70 80 50 0 0 60 100 0 42
PBE0 80 100 90 90 0 0 90 70 40 62
revPBE-DRSLL 30 70 60 50 100 100 0 30 0 49
optPBE-DRSLL 40 100 100 50 100 100 60 90 30 74
optB88-DRSLL 60 100 90 20 100 100 50 50 100 74
rPW86-DF2 20 100 100 100 100 100 40 50 0 68
PBE-TS 50 80 60 0 100 40 90 30 50 56
PBE0-TS 80 90 80 40 100 60 90 40 70 72
BLYP-D3 20 100 90 30 100 40 70 50 90 66
aIf not indicated otherwise, all reference values and DFT scores are taken from Table X of ref 259. Also listed as reference values (second entries) are
the harmonic frequency of the monomer symmetric stretch and oxygen−oxygen distance in the water dimer calculated in ref 302. For MB-pol, the
ﬁrst entry corresponds to the value calculated for each property, while the second and, when available, third entries are the percentage scores relative
to the corresponding reference values. The reader is referred to ref 259 for speciﬁc details about the scoring scheme and a complete discussion of the
DFT results. bFrom ref 302.
Table 5. Thermodynamic and Dynamical Properties of Liquid Water at 298 K as Predicted by Classical and Quantum Simulations
with the MB-pol Potential89,249a
density (g cm−3) enthalpy of vaporization (kcal mol−1) diﬀusion (Å2 ps−1) orientational relaxation time (ps) surface tension (mN m−1)
experiment 0.997 10.52 0.23 2.5(2)b 71.73
classical 1.004(1) 10.9(2) 0.12(1) 5.3(2) 68(2)
quantum 1.001(2) 10.1(4) 0.22(3) 2.3(3) −
aBoth density (ρ) and enthalpy of vaporization (Hvap) were calculated in the constant temperature−constant pressure (NPT) ensemble, while the
orientational relaxation time (τ2) and diﬀusion coeﬃcient (D) were calculated in the constant energy−constant volume (NVE) ensemble. If not
indicated otherwise, all experimental data are taken from Table 2 of ref 61. The numbers in parentheses are the uncertainties in the last ﬁgure. bFrom
ref 303.
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average score for MB-pol is 93% using the reference values
reported in the original analysis of ref 259, which becomes 96% if
more accurate reference values for the harmonic frequency of the
monomer symmetric stretch and oxygen−oxygen distance in the
water dimer are considered.302 In addition, as shown in Table 5,
molecular dynamics simulations of liquid water at ambient
conditions carried out with MB-pol at both classical and
quantum mechanical levels predict thermodynamic and
dynamical properties in excellent agreement with the corre-
sponding experimental values.89,249
On the basis of a systematic analysis of the convergence of the
electrostatic properties of water,260 full-dimensional many-body
representations for the dipole moment (MB-μ) and polarizability
(MB-α) have also been developed and used in combination with
the MB-pol PEF to perform many-body molecular dynamics
(MB-MD) simulations of the vibrational (infrared and Raman)
spectra of liquid water as well as of sum-frequency generation
(SFG) spectra of the air/water interface.89,261,262 In both cases,
good agreement with the experimental results is found across the
entire frequency range (Figure 11). Direct comparisons with the
experimental spectra demonstrate that, while an accurate
description of many-body interactions is required to correctly
model the (vibrational) structure of liquid water, the explicit
treatment of nuclear quantum eﬀects in the simulations is
necessary to correctly capture zero-point energy eﬀects.
Importantly, as shown in Figure 11 and discussed in detail in
refs 261 and 89, while MB-MD simulations using the MB-pol
PEF combined with the MB-μ and MB-α many-body
representations of the water dipole moment and polarizability
correctly reproduce both the shifts and the shapes of the main
spectroscopic features, a more rigorous treatment of quantum
dynamical eﬀects, such as Fermi resonances and high-frequency
anharmonic vibrations, is needed for bringing the stimulated
spectra in quantitative agreement with the experimental
measurements.
While employing an accurate PEF is the obvious requirement
for a physically correct molecular-level description of the water
properties, the optimal balance between accuracy and eﬃciency
often is the ultimate criterion that dictates which PEF to use in
actual simulations, since the computational cost associated with
each PES directly determines the ability to calculate statistically
converged quantities. To provide the reader with general
estimates of the computational cost associated with the diﬀerent
classes of PEFs analyzed in this review, Table 6 shows the results
of a performance analysis, originally reported in ref 217, carried
out on a single Intel Xeon E5-2640 processor for a system
consisting of 256 water molecules in periodic boundary
conditions. This comparison shows that MB-pol achieves high
accuracy at a cost of ∼50× that of an empirical pairwise additive
PEF such as q-TIP4P/F and ∼6× that of an implicit many-body
(i.e., polarizable) PEF such as TTM3-F.
Figure 11.Comparisons between experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) infrared spectra of liquid water (left) and heterodyne detected vibrational
sum-frequency spectra of the air/water interface (right). All simulations were performed using many-bodymolecular dynamics (MB-MD) carried out at
both classical (blue traces) and quantum (red traces) levels using the MB-pol PEF combined with many-body representations of the water dipole
moment (MB) and polarizability. On the left panels, χSSP is the resonant sum-frequency susceptibility, and S, S, and P are the components related to the
polarization conditions of the sum-frequency, visible, and IR beams, respectively. S and P denote beam polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the
surface, respectively. See refs 261 and 89 for speciﬁc details.
Table 6. Cost Associated with Diﬀerent PEFs (with Flexible
Monomers) for a Molecular Dynamics Step in a System
Containing 256 Water Molecules in Periodic Boundary
Conditionsa
PEF class
cost per MD step
relative to q-TIP4P/F
q-TIP4P/F37 pairwise additive PEF 1×
TTM3-F40 implicit many-body PEF 7×
MB-pol144,191,249 explicit many-body PEF 47×
aAll timings are relative to q-TIP4P/F,37 an empirical point-charge
pairwise additive PEF, and were obtained using a modiﬁed version of
DL_POLY2 using a single core of a typical Intel Xeon E5-2640 based
workstation.
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The analysis of explicit many-body PEFs clearly demonstrates
that the MBE shown in eq 1 can eﬀectively be used to construct
highly accurate representations of the water interactions
rigorously derived from correlated electronic structure data.
MB-pol is the ﬁrst, and currently only, successful example, of
such PEFs which, correctly representing many-body eﬀects at
both short and long ranges, consistently predicts the properties
of water with high accuracy from the gas to the condensed phase.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have reviewed the current status of analytical potential
energy functions for molecular-level computer simulations of
water across diﬀerent phases. Starting from simple pairwise
additive functions, speciﬁc emphasis has been put on recent
developments focusing on a correct description of many-body
eﬀects. Thanks to the improved understanding of hydrogen
bonding and weak interactions, which has been accompanied in
the past decade by progress in algorithms for molecular
simulations and increased computing power, inclusion of
many-body eﬀects either implicitly, through the addition of
induction terms, or explicitly, through the addition of separate
terms to the energy expressions, has become routine.
While the parametrization of many-body PEFs based on
experimental data is still common and eﬀectively appears to be
the most promising approach for the development of coarse-
grained models (e.g., the mWmodel99), the use of large sets of ab
initio data in the ﬁtting procedure is gaining appeal. In particular,
ﬁts to highly correlated electronic structure data, which can now
be obtained at the “gold standard” CCSD(T) level for small
water clusters,218,250,263−266 represent a viable route to the
development of transferable and accurate many-body PEFs.
Diﬀerent schemes are currently used to cast the information
encoded in the ab initio data into mathematical expressions that
can be both easily implemented and eﬃciently computed.
Following earlier work on polarization eﬀects (e.g., see ref 267 for
a recent review), several water models have been developed
which represent many-body eﬀects through induction inter-
actions described by various schemes, including inducible point
dipoles (e.g., AMOEBA,39,141−143,268 TTM,40,41,192−196
DDP2,206 POLIR,207 and POLI2VS208), charge-on-spring
models (e.g., SWM,133−135 COS,136−138 and BK3139), and
multipolar expansions (e.g., ASP-W and SCME). While these
models exhibit higher transferability than eﬀective pairwise force
ﬁelds (e.g, TIPnP55−57 and SPC*58,59), they are still limited in
the ability of consistently reproducing the properties of water
from the gas to the condensed phase.
The limitations of polarizable PEFs can be traced to the
diﬃculty of correctly representing both short-range interactions
associated with quantum-mechanical eﬀects (e.g., exchange-
repulsion and charge transfer which arise from the overlap of the
monomer electron densities) and long-range interactions that
depend on the monomer properties (e.g., dipole moment and
polarizability) through classical expressions describing electro-
static, repulsion, and dispersion contributions. A more physically
correct description of the interaction energy can be obtained by
employing schemes based on the decomposition of the ab initio
energy into individual contributions. Following this approach,
the SIBFA,174−177 GEM,145 and GEM*186−189 models are
constructed from a systematic reproduction of each energy
term, which generally leads to a more accurate description of the
intermolecular interaction especially at medium to short range.
Due to its rapid convergence for water, the many-body
expansion of the interaction energy can be directly used to
develop many-body analytical PEFs that express the energy of
systems containing N water molecules as an explicit sum over
individual interaction terms derived from highly correlated
e lec t ron ic s t ruc ture ca lcu la t ions . CC-pol , 2 2 8−23 4
WHBB,53,235−238 HBB2-pol,54 SCME/GAP, and MB-
pol144,191,249,261 are recent examples of explicit many-body
PEFs which, containing explicit 1B, 2B, and 3B terms
supplemented by many-body induction, exhibit a high degree
of transferability from small clusters in the gas phase to the liquid
phase. Diﬀerent mathematical functions, including permutation-
ally invariant polynomials239 and Gaussian approximation
potentials,254 have been used to reproduce the multidimensional
complexity of 2B and 3B interactions.
As shown in Figures 8−10 and Tables 4 and 5, the MB-pol
PEF consistently reproduces with high accuracy the vibration−
rotation tunneling spectrum of the water dimer, the energetics of
small clusters, and the structural, thermodynamic, dynamical,
and spectroscopic properties of liquid water, explicitly including
nuclear quantum eﬀects. Comparisons with quantum Monte
Carlo reference data also indicates that MB-pol predicts the
energetics of liquid conﬁgurations and ice phases with higher
accuracy than DFT models commonly used in water
simulations.217 A systematic analysis of many-body eﬀects
performed with the MB-pol PEF as a function of the system
size shows that both the explicit inclusion of short-range
representations of 2B and 3B eﬀects into the potential energy
function and a physically correct incorporation of short- and
long-range contributions are necessary for an accurate
representation of the water interactions from the gas to the
condensed phase.217
As stated in ref 269, “If the ultimate goal of simulations is to
predict reliably, not reproduce, experimental results, then
simulations must be built on physically justiﬁable models”. In
this context, the development of many-body potential energy
functions certainly represents a major step toward the long-
sought-after “universal model” capable of describing the behavior
of water under diﬀerent conditions and in diﬀerent environ-
ments. However, signiﬁcant challenges, both theoretical and
computational, remain which should be addressed in the future
before many-body approaches can become common practice in
molecular simulations of aqueous systems. First, the nonstandard
expressions used to explicitly describe individual terms of the
many-body expansion of the interaction energy (e.g., 2B and 3B
contributions) require the development of specialized software.
Although progress in this direction has been made with the
implementation of the MB-pol PEF as an independent plugin for
the reference platform of the OpenMM toolkit,270 the availability
of functionalities for the explicit treatment of many-body terms in
common software for molecular simulations is extremely limited.
Considering the algorithmic complexity of some of the
mathematical functions used to describe many-body interactions,
future collaborations between theoretical/computational chem-
ists/physicists and computer scientists are desirable for the
development of eﬃcient software that can take full advantage of
modern hardware. Importantly, as demonstrated by the similar
accuracy achieved by SCME/GAP and MB-pol, building shared
databases of high-quality electronic structure data will be critical
to the development of accurate many-body PEFs for generic
aqueous systems. Eﬀorts along these lines are already ongoing.
Second, by construction, a many-body PEF is designed to
represent the underlying Born−Oppenheimer potential energy
surface, which implies that nuclear quantum eﬀects should be
explicitly included in the actual molecular simulation. Eﬃcient
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algorithms to eﬀectively take into account nuclear quantum
eﬀects through the application of colored-noise thermo-
stats271,272 and ring-polymer contraction schemes273 have
recently been proposed and should be investigated within the
many-body formalism (see the review article in this thematic
issue devoted speciﬁcally to nuclear quantum eﬀects in water70).
Third, exploration of the transferability of many-body
approaches to complex (heterogeneous) aqueous systems has
only recently begun.274−281 Although initial results for ion−
water clusters are promising, the generalization to aqueous
solutions of arbitrary complexity requires further theoretical and
computational developments.
Finally, with the exception of a few early attempts,126,132 all
analytical PEFs described in this review enforce the water
molecules to maintain their distinct molecular nature, neglecting
autoionization events. While this is a good approximation for the
description of pure water systems, the ability of correctly
modeling the behavior of hydronium and hydroxide ions
becomes increasingly important for molecular simulations of
heterogeneous aqueous solutions. Ongoing work in this area is
focusing on the extension of the many-body formalism to
reactive representations282 as well as on the integration of current
(nonreactive) many-body potential energy functions in adaptive
quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (adQM/MM)
schemes.283−291
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